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Abstract
This research aims to compare transaction costs farmers contract the formal and informal financial institutions in business farmer of cultivating seaweed in Takalar Regency of South Sulawesi. Design of research using survey method with random sampling data collection via questionnaires and in-depth interviews to the respondents. The Unit of analysis is 30 informal institutions contract farmers of Eucheuma Cottoni seaweed and 30 formal farmer. Methods of analysis used is the average ratio analysis (test the difference 2 average).

This research resulted in three (3) findings i.e.; (1) there are 13 (thirteen) components of transaction costs seaweed growers. The component market transaction cost consisting of cost of intermediaries to buy seeds, fee sales contract, the cost of financing the management of the intermediary and the difference between the sales price. Production managerial transaction cost components, consisting of the cost of planting seeds, transport costs of purchasing seeds, transportation costs of financing institutions, the cost of eating and drinking and celebrate the seed belt (appanaung ri jenne) while the political component of the transaction cost consisting of credit interest, administrative costs, costs of documents, cost of postage labels. The results of comparative transaction costs transaction costs shows farmer informal institutions contract is larger than the formal institution of contract farmers.
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1. Introduction
Indonesia is the country with the world's largest archipelago, consists of 17,508 islands with coastlines around 95,181 square kilometers, the fourth longest in the world after Canada (265.523, 2 Km), United States (133.312, 0 miles) and Russia (110.310 0 Km) (BPS Indonesia, 2009).

There are 16 counties being the development of seaweed. Takalar Regency is a centre for the development of seaweed cultivation in South Sulawesi. This is one of the reasons researchers choose the location research in the Takalar Regency (DKP, 2012).

Based on World Bank data, it turns out the household/community of Indonesia more choose informal financial institutions to borrow than formal institution such as bank. Based on World Bank data there are 25 percent choose to borrow at informal financial institutions, like friends, family and moneylenders. While only 17 percent who choose the formal institutions or banking for financial services (financial inclusion).

The results of research conducted by Turkey and Kong (2010) in China, found that about two-thirds or more than 67% of agricultural households borrow from friends or relatives, and the rest is borrowed on microfinance institutions and the rural credit cooperatives. This condition applies on a farmer cultivating seaweed in the location of research. Limited access is utilized by the informal financial institutions that are close to the farmers to offer financing to farmers, so that not a few others farmers made the informal financial institutions as an option to get access to capital. But farmers’ accessibility on an informal and formal financial institutions implies transaction costs farmer cultivating seaweed farmers.

Some theoretical studies and empiric explained that the transaction costs affect welfare. As done by Winter, et al. (2005) his research using transaction cost approach in a way to compare the distinction between farmers who contract with a non contract farmers. The results of his research shows that farmers who contract with the multinational, their income and their welfare better than the non contract. Further research of Bhattarai, et al. (2002) shows that the increase in the cost of the transaction will be followed by a decrease in the real income of the farmers. The cost is very high, no affect market input and output market, Matungul, et al. (2006). Other studies have demonstrated an increase in transaction costs can be lower or reduced income farmers among them Javier, et al. (2012), Adejobi, et al. (2006), Fernando S, et al. (2010), Eduardo Araral (2013), Lefevre, et al. (2013), Krishnan M, et al. (2010).

Institutions affect the performance of the economy and the market, because it basically deals with how human beings interact with each other and how they compose their world (North, Pressman, 2000). Therefore, it can be concluded that the existence of the institutional emphasis from economic aspect is “how institutional able to reduce transaction costs”.

Similarly, Williamson (1998) says, trust in the companies can occur informally (not through written contractual agreements) but based on nearness relationship so as to reduce transaction costs. Further, New Institutional Economics as a theoretically reject the standard neoclassical assumptions that individuals have perfect
information and have an unlimited amount of rationality, and that transactions carried out tend to be cheap and fast. NIE assume that individual has the information is incomplete and has the mental capacity is limited, and therefore, they felt the uncertainty on Genesis and the results were not unexpected, and bore the transaction costs when wanted/looking for information. Among the new institutionalist the performance of a market economy is determined by formal and informal institutions and organizational models that facilitate the private transactions and cooperative behavior. Another difference between the neoclassical with economic institutional lies in the existence of other costs than the cost of production. Neoclassical economics assumed that the costs will only emerge due to the production process and is not required at any cost to achieve equilibrium because neither consumers nor producers have perfect information about the market, while the institutional economics considers that there are other costs that appear in addition to the cost of production, i.e. cost due to imperfect information (the information inequality), known as a transaction fee. According to Williamson (1998), the existence of a problem which is important and emerging surface caused because not always the contract was created with the full requirements, it is also coupled with the presence of opportunism that makes transaction costs there will always appear. However different in standard theories (neoclassical), where a contract is usually assumed in conditions of complete (complete contract) that can be made without cost (costlessly).

2. Literature Review
2.1. Institutional Economic Theory as a Paradigm
Institutional or institution in the sense of economy is defined as the rule of human life, the organization, trust and norms (North, 1990). The rules of life, organizations, or this norm, may be the hereditary material of the generation (historically) the community, so that the institutional economics gave a high appreciation portion of historical understanding as a source of inspiration for the idea. NIE itself mainly was conceived and developed by Ronald Coase, Douglass North and Oliver e. Williamson. Coase as outlined above is the founders the transaction cost theory by neoclassical economists ignored. While North sought to integrate the theory of rational choice of neoclassical economists with social action theory of modern sociology. While Williamson was more focused on the issues of transaction costs (Vadenberg, 2002). This research use the NIE as a theory. NIE is a combination of various disciplines of Economics, law, organization theory, political science, sociology and anthropology are used to understand the economic, social and institutional politics. Regarding the institutional rules, written and unwritten norms and habits that are designed to reduce the uncertainty and take control of their surroundings. Institutional consists of: (1) the rules and governance which govern contractual; (2) constitution, laws and rules that govern the policy, government, finance and the wider community; (3) the unwritten rules of behavior, norms and beliefs. Order of the Organization concerning the different forms of management that supports production and exchange. The order can be either (i) the market, enterprises, and various combinations of shapes that made economic actors to facilitate the transaction, (ii) contractual agreements that provide the framework for the implementation of the activity, or (iii) the nature of the (iii) sifat perilaku yang mendasari tatanan yang dipilih (Menard and Mary, 2005).

2.2. The Formal and Informal Institutions
Institutional literature explained that there are common differences between a common formal and informal institutions (Bromley, 1989; North, 1990, Buietalaar, 2007). Formal institution can be understood as an institution that has the character of legality, and the formal rules of a formal contract. Informal institutions include conventions, customs (habits) and social norms that are not formal, in other words that don't have institutional legal power, but can affect our actions.

2.3. The Transaction Cost Theory
Analysis of the transaction cost theory allow loosening assumptions of neoclassical theory of perfect information. Transaction cost approach recognizes the many business exchanges typified imperfect or asymmetric. Incompleteness of information and uncertainty refers to the situation where all the parties conduct transactions face the same level of information but is not complete. Asymmetric information arises when the information available to all parties and personal information only. Arrow defines transaction costs as the cost to run an economic system (Benham and Benham, 2010; Buietalaar, 2007). Barzel defines transaction costs as the costs associated with the transfer, capture, and protecting the rights (Benham and Benham, 2010). Transaction cost theory, also known as the organizational theory by Cordella and Simon break down into the costs of activities consisting of: first production cost and the second transaction cost and opportunity cost of infrastructure costs (internal costs) and the costs of coordination (external costs) (Shah, 2007). For Williamson, transaction costs caused by human factor and environmental factor. Human factors mainly because of inherent limitations in human form as a limited cognition and information (Bounded Rationality) and desire more
Opportunism is another basic building of the transaction cost theory is regarded as a form of human nature (Chen, et al. 2002). Opportunists interpreted by Williamson as a “self-interest seeking with guile”, including: distortion and hiding of information, shrewd actions, Machiavellian intentions (Aubert, at al. 1996). Opportunistic nature basically has been Adam Smith observed two centuries ago, where Adam Smith considered that people tend to behave according to its own interests (Gronhaug, 1991). Further addition to become the foundation of theory of transaction costs, opportunistic explanatory theory also became an agency, that any parties involved in the relationship are motivated by self-interest opportunistic behavior and also economic (Lou and Donthu, 2007).

Furubotn and Richter (2000) divides the cost of the transaction into three types, based on the type of transaction that are; Market transaction cost is the cost incurred for goods/services get to market. As for market-related transaction cost in the form of; (a) preparation of the contract cost (the cost of the search/procurement information); (b) the costs of making a contract (cost bargaining/negotiating and decision making; (c) monitoring and enforcement of contract cost (the cost of supervision and enforcement of the agreement).

Next, managerial transaction cost, costs related to create order form; operational costs, the cost of IT, public relation, the cost information. Political transaction cost in the form of the rules/institutional (public goods) market and transactions so that entrepreneurs could take place properly. Transaction costs are included in the political transaction cost such as; the cost of manufacture, maintenance costs, government regulations, legislation, education and defence, law administration.

2.4. The Theory of Contracts in Transaction Costs

The signing of the contract agreement determined by several factors such as the extent of the transaction costs, information and assumptions of behavior (bounded rationality or opportunism). Opportunistic behavior described as behavior that seeks to achieve the desire by all means even with illegal ways though. The existence of imperfections of information and possibility of opportunistic behavior, then the relations between economic actors organized in a contract could lead to the occurrence of adverse selection (hiding information) and Moral Hazard (the abusive authority).

Mallor, at al. (2004) revealed that a contract law is the implementation of a promise or a set of promises. When a set of appointments have been in the status of the contract, a person who is aggrieved by a breach of contract can ask the Government (courts) to force the parties to comply with the violated the contract. If all requirements have been met, the contract will be fulfilled, this was followed by the written requirements of the parties involved in the contract. If one of these requirements is not met, then the contract is not the case. Theoretically what outlined the Mallor implicitly indicate “equality” from parties involved in the contract.

Based on the description of Mallor, et al. (2004) that a contract will be created if satisfy the requirements: negotiation, agreement (offer and acceptance), voluntary, consideration, capacity and legality. If all these requirements are met, then the beginning of the contract, which was then followed by the written requirements of the parties involved in the contract. If one of these requirements is not met, the contract is not the case. Theoretically, the Mallor outlined as implicitly, indicate un equality from parties involved in the contract.

3. Data and Sampling Method

The research was held in Takalar District of the coastal area of South Sulawesi province. The population in this research is the seaweed farmers accessing sources of financing from formal financial institutions in the villages of Laikang and Laguruda villages, totalling 60 farmers. Seaweed farmers accessing financing from informal financial institutions in the villages of Laikang and Laguruda amounted to 120 farmers. This study sampled farmers with methods of random sampling. How to determine the number of samples is carried out by simple random sampling technique method of random number table (random numbers) based on the number of respondents. Retrieval results can be seen in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Contract</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Sampling Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Farmers Formal Financing Institutions Contract</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Random Sampling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farmers Informal Financing Institutions Contract</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Random Sampling</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Data processed by 2013
4. Result and Analysis

Research of transaction costs on the business activities of farmers cultivating seaweed identified a number of 13 (thirteen) component of transaction costs there are:

Table 2. The Research Component Of Transaction Costs Seaweed Farmer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components of Transaction Costs</th>
<th>Market Transaction Cost</th>
<th>Managerial Transaction Cost</th>
<th>Political Transaction Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Cost of intermediaries to buy seeds</td>
<td></td>
<td>1. Transport costs of planting seeds</td>
<td>1. Credit interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Fee sales contract</td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Transport costs of purchasing seeds</td>
<td>2. Administrative costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. The costs of obtaining financing intermediaries</td>
<td></td>
<td>3. Transportation costs of financing institutions</td>
<td>3. Costs of documents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. The difference between the sales price.</td>
<td></td>
<td>4. Eating and drinking</td>
<td>4. Cost of postage labels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5. Costs celebrate the planting of seedlings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Credit interest
2. Administrative costs
3. Costs of documents
4. Cost of postage labels

Source: Data processed by 2014

4.1. The Test Result 2 Different

From the average results of the average (mean) transaction costs of informal institutions contract farmers amounted to Rp 3,250,900,- whereas the formal institution of contract farmers amounted to Rp 465,980,-. This calculation shows that in a very real transaction costs incurred by farmers’ informal institutions contract is higher than the formal institution of contract farmers. The high transaction costs of informal contract farmers occur in this type of transaction costs the market (Market Transaction Cost) (see table 3).

Table 3. Transaction costs of Formal financial institutions Contract Farmers vs. Informal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Farmers Formal Financing Institutions Contract</th>
<th>Farmers Informal Financing Institutions Contract</th>
<th>Uji t</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(n = 30)</td>
<td>(n = 30)</td>
<td>Formal Farmers vs Informal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transaction Cost</td>
<td>465,980</td>
<td>3,250,900</td>
<td>6,181*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Market Transaction Cost</td>
<td>74,917</td>
<td>3,046,400</td>
<td>6,999*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Managerial Transaction Cost</td>
<td>294,610</td>
<td>204,450</td>
<td>2,221 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Political Transaction Cost</td>
<td>96,450</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>80,799*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Data processed by 2014
Keterangan:
*). Real error (α) 5%, t-table: t(α,df): t(0.05,58)= 1.67

Based on the Table 3, average (mean) for transaction costs or market (Market Transaction Cost) informal contract with farmers had average about Rp 3,046,400,- far greater than the average (mean) of a formal contract that only farmers amounted to Rp 74,917,-. These results indicate a market transaction costs occurred the very real differences between an informal contract with farmers farmers formal contract. For this type of transaction costs or production management, production management, Transaction Cost calculation results obtained from the average (mean) in informal contract farmers amounted to Rp 204,450,- whereas a formal contract farmers amounted to Rp 294,610,-. This result shows the transaction costs are borne by the farmers’ production management, informal contract lower than the costs borne by the farmers of the formal contract.

The results of calculation of transaction cost politics or Political Transaction Cost obtained average (mean) of Rp 96,450,- for a formal contract farmers, but an informal contract for farmers there was no transaction cost politics issued farmers. The results showed differences Ujit-t is very real (see table 3).

4.2. Discussion of Research Results

Based on the results of t-test used to calculate transaction cost theory Furubotn & Richter (2000), which divided the three transaction costs consist of transaction costs the market (market transaction cost), transaction cost production management (production management, transaction cost) and the transaction cost politics (political transaction cost). The third type of transaction costs is obtained the results that the transaction costs of informal
contract farmers are greater than the transaction costs of formal contract farmers. These results indicated the existence of very real differences between the transaction costs of informal contracts with farmers formal contract. The differences in transaction costs which is evident due to the magnitude of the market transaction costs transaction cost incurred informal institutions contract farmers than the transaction costs of formal institutions contract farmers.

Differences in the magnitude of transaction costs that are borne by farmers due to the existence of the contract financing rules differences applicable to the formal and informal institutions (agreement in the contract). The gap in transaction fees each agency implies an informal contract farmers are positioning them on the condition that weakens. In addition, the magnitude of transaction costs which must be borne by farmers can suck up the potential acceptance of seaweed production sales results and will have an impact on the economic conditions of farmers.

Results of this study are consistent with the findings of the Birthal, et al. 2005 that transaction costs for dairy cattle business contract system only amounted to 1.76 percent as compared to non contract system which reaches towards the cost of the total percent 20,11.

Further strengthen the opinions expressed by the Winter, et al. 2005 research analysis using transaction cost approach in a way to compare the distinction between farmers who contract with a non contract farmers. The results of his research shows, farmers who participate in contracts with multinationals: income and the welfare better than the non contract. Previous related research influence farmer contracts (contract farming) presented by Simmons, et al. (2005) found that the contract poultry, seeds of maize and rice seeds in Indonesia positively affect welfare, reduction of the contract's third absolute poverty. The same result by Warming and Key, (2002) in his research found that farmers increase its revenues significantly by participating in the program contract farming compared to farmers who do not participate. Discussion of the results of research related 3 (three) type of transaction costs, namely: (1) market transaction cost; (2) production management, transaction cost; and (3) political transaction cost elaborated based on transaction cost components that were found at the site of the research.

The cost of market transaction in this study found that there are several cost components are: the cost of intermediaries to buy seedlings (bpbb), fee sales contract (fekop), intermediary financing arrangements (bppp), and the difference between the sales price (shp). The results of data analysis by using two different test average retrieved values t-test for each component of the market transaction cost is presented in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Farmers Formal Financing Institutions Contract (n = 30)</th>
<th>Farmers Informal Financing Institutions Contract (n = 30)</th>
<th>Uji t</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Market Transaction Cost</td>
<td>74,917</td>
<td>3,046,400</td>
<td>6,999*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Cost of intermediaries to buy seeds</td>
<td>27,083</td>
<td>45,000</td>
<td>0,983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Fee sales contract</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>96,609</td>
<td>5,143*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. The costs of obtaining financing intermediaries</td>
<td>47,833</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2,935*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. The difference between the sales price (shp)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2,387,500</td>
<td>6,960*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Data processed by 2014

*). Real error (α) 5%, t-table: t(α,df): t(0,05,58)= 1.67

Based on Table 4, it appears there is a difference between farmers informal contract with farmers formal contract marked value t calculate (6.999) is greater than the value of the t table. Differences in the cost of transaction market (Market Transaction Cost) farmers with very real informal contract is larger than the formal institution of contract farmers. The magnitude of the market's transaction costs incurred because of the marketing contract farmers to informal institutions. On informal contracts applicable agreement: first, the result of production of dried seaweed should farmers market to informal institutions (Gatherer) and low prices from market prices so that the price difference going on sale/SHP (price margins). Second, the prevailing practice of cutting the amount of production of dried seaweed by collecting an amount of 1 (one) kilogram of per sack which is the fee the sales contract (fekop) informal institutions (Gatherer). Third, the existence of intermediary costs at a time when farmers buy seeds of seaweed, which is about Rp 20,000,-per 100 kg of seed. Component of transaction costs of sales price difference that creates the highest transaction fees of between four (4) component of transaction costs the market (Market Transaction Cost) on a farmer cultivating seaweed in coastal of research location.
The power of informal institutions owned in determining price because a large part of farmers are in the hands of perpetrators of informal institutions and farmers tied to the treaty which must be obeyed (enforcement of contracts). Otherwise the applicable contract between farmer with formal institutions (BRI) only creates the market transaction cost are low because farmers are free to sell its turf results without any cuts as it happens on an informal institution and the contract price is the market price so that farmers do not pay for fee sales contract (fekop) and there is no difference in the sales price (SHP) which farmers formal institution get. Formal institutions contract raises transaction costs in the amount of the contract, compared with relatively few informal institutions. These results suggest that transaction costs are determined by the kind of contract that became the choice of the farmer. Then the transaction cost microprocessor consists of several cost components namely: transport costs for planting seedlings, the cost of transport to buy seedlings (trpb), transportation costs to the institutions financing/bank (cikre), the cost of eating/drinking plug seedlings (pasbit), Appanaung Rijenne celebrate the charges made the early growing season. The results of data analysis by using two different test average retrieved values test-t for each component of the production management, transaction costs are presented in Table 5.

### Table 5. Transaction Costs of Managerial Farmers Contract Informal vs Formal Institutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Farmers Formal Financing Institutions Contract</th>
<th>Farmers Informal Financing Institutions Contract</th>
<th>Uji t</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(n = 30)</td>
<td>(n = 30)</td>
<td>Formal vs Informal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managerial Transaction Cost</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Transport costs of planting seeds</td>
<td>294.610</td>
<td>204.450</td>
<td>2,221*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Transport costs of purchasing seeds</td>
<td>80.500</td>
<td>55.500</td>
<td>2,340*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Transportation costs of financing institutions</td>
<td>8.241</td>
<td>4.166</td>
<td>3,338*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. The costs of eating and drinking at the time of planting the seeds of Seaweed</td>
<td>11.333</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11,843*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Costs celebrate the planting of seedlings</td>
<td>177.870</td>
<td>141.450</td>
<td>1.470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.667</td>
<td>3.333</td>
<td>1,301</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Data processed by SPSS, 2014

Note: *) real error (α) 5%, t-table: t(α,df): t(0.05,58)=1.67

Results of Table 5 shows there is a difference between farmers informal contract with farmers formal contract marked value t calculate (2,221) is greater than the value of the t table. Calculation of transaction costs production management (production management, Transaction Cost) and the components that comprise the cost of transport for planting seedlings (btapa), the cost of transport to buy seedlings (trpb), transportation costs to the institutions financing (cikre), the cost of eating/drinking plug seedlings (pasbit), and celebrate the Appanaung Rijenne. The calculation results transaction costs production management (production management, Transaction Cost) contract farmers greater formal institutions of informal institutions contract on farmers, the condition is triggered by a component of the cost of transportation to the Agency financing or cost to the bank to pay the monthly mortgage repayments. While informal institutions contract farmers no costs incurred to meet informal institutions (Gatherer) because the gatherer is close to the farmers and not tied to time to payback that has borrowed

Type of transaction costs production management (production management, transaction cost) there are sufficient to contribute the business activities of farmers cultivating seaweed farmers also are on the kind of food and beverage expenses for labor put the seeds (pasbit). The magnitude of transaction costs plug seedlings (local term; massikko agara) because the process of seed pairs limited workforce and require several days to tie up the seeds. So the more time/day used the farmer then the greater the cost of eating and drinking also issued farmers.

In addition there are also transport costs when buying seeds and seaweed planting seeds in the land. This happens because the activity of buying and planting seeds seaweed using boats and fuel oil as its operational costs. Informal contracts on farmers part of using the services of an intermediary when buying seeds while the formal contract farmers do not use an intermediary but direct buy seeds provide so just removing the cost of fuel oil as transport fare of seeds.

For political transaction cost has cost components namely: mortgage interest cost (interest), administrative expenses (SKU) and document cost fare purchase postage labels. Analysis results by using two different test average retrieved values test-t for each component of the transaction cost politics presented in Table 6.
Table 6. Political Transaction Cost of Formal and Informal Institutions Contract Farmers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Farmers Formal Institutions Contract</th>
<th>Farmers Informal Institutions Contract</th>
<th>Uji t</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(n = 30)</td>
<td>(n = 30)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Transaction Cost</td>
<td>96.450</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>75,354*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Credit interest</td>
<td>51.300</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>460,432*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Administration cost</td>
<td>17.000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15,258*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Cost of document</td>
<td>6.500</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Cost of postage</td>
<td>21.650</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>73,700*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Data processed by SPSS, 2014

Note:
*) real error (α) 5%, t-table: t(α,df): t(0.05,58)= 1.67

Based on the obtained results of Table 6 for Political Transaction Cost there are 4 (four) components of the transaction cost politics, namely, mortgage interest, administrative costs (SKU), the cost of documents and cost of postage labels for formal contract farmers. The t-test results in Table 5.19 shows there is a difference between Farmers formal contract with farmers informal contract marked value t calculate (75.354) is greater than the value of the t table. On Political Transaction Cost, contract in formal institution very real bigger than on the informal institutions contract farmers. The reasons are; (1) farmers who do business activities of farmers cultivating seaweed with a source of cost from informal institutions free from loan interest; (2) no process formal administration or unwritten contract; (3) and there is no guarantee. On the other hand farmers who do a farmer cultivating seaweed through formal institutions help with the cost of administrative requirements applicable in the form of affidavits attempt (SKU) of the Government apparatus namely, the village chief, presented a document that is a copy of the ID card, KK, marriages, registration Card, photo, as well as providing three (3) postage labels and to any obligation to pay interest on credit.

5. Conclusions

The business activities of farmers cultivating seaweed having transaction costs such as market transaction cost consisting of seedlings cost intermediary purchases sales contract, fee, price, cost of sales intermediaries providing financing. For production management, transaction cost comprise the cost of transport for planting seeds, seedlings, buy transport costs transportation costs to the institution's financing, the cost of eating/drinking plug seedlings, celebrate the cost Appanaung ri jenne. The political component of the transaction cost consists of the cost of credit repayments, administrative costs, costs of documents and the cost of buying postage labels.

Results of the comparison showed that the transaction costs of seaweed farmers contracts of informal financial institutions larger than on a formal contract farmers. These conditions indicate that (a) the formal contract farmers have an efficient institutional of the informal institutions. The institution is said to be efficient if the transaction costs are low, there is the certainty of rules of the game (certainty) and the relationship between the principal and the agent for (equal relationship). (b) the proportion of the cost of most transactions is determined by the market transaction cost then followed by production management, transaction cost and political transaction cost.
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